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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an overview of a satellite images
fusion system for mapping applications. The main goal of
this system is to dilate the map’s feature extraction
bottleneck by semi-automating this process. This study
deals with the linear planimetric features (LPF) extraction
for the 1:50 000 topographical map creation. These features
include roads, railroads, energy transmission lines and
some types of rivers. Actually, the only data source used
for their extraction is aerial black and white photographs.
The objective here is to fusion multi-sources and multi-
types information. This information ranges from satellite
images (visible and radar) to domain based models and of
expert’s modeled knowledge, strategies and rules. The
whole system includes an operator who will give inputs
and validates the results along the whole task.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since childhood, everybody learns to position
himself in his environment. As some seem to possess
an integrated inertial positioning system in their
brain, the others needs to consult maps on regular
basis. Maps exist since the beginning of humanity.
Their development depends on the improvement in
data acquisition and processing technologies. Data
acquisition traditionally reserved to land surveyors
extend to aerial photographs and now to digital
images. Maps edition develops chronologically from
unique hand-made maps to sophisticated software
digital maps. If land surveyor’s data can be edited
directly, it is not the case of aerial photograph data.
The land surveyor always preprocesses the first as
the second is given in a raw format. Thus, a new task
appears in the map creation process: map’s features

extraction from visual data. Experts assigned to this
task are known as photo-interpreters. Their task is to
extract map’s features from aerial black and white
(B&W) photographs used in stereoscopic (3D)
models. For the 1:50000 official topographic map
production in Canada, their job consists on extracting
from 1:60000 aerial B&W photographs the main
features such as the hydrographic network, contour
lines, roads, railroads, energy transmission lines,
vegetation and buildings. In Canada, topographical
maps are updated each three years in urban areas and
each five to eight years in rural areas. However, some
areas such as forestry companies clear cuts zones are
mapped each year for control purposes.

Given that photo-interpreters training process takes
up to ten years in some case [1], a problem occurs to
get enough experts for the amount of incoming data
and required maps (particularly in Canada). That’s
one of the reasons why official mapping is still using
as a unique image data source aerial B&W
photographs. They don’t have the human resources to
process satellite’s remotely sensed data. Hence, this
rich data sources are lost, in the mapping area. The
second reason is the high accuracy required for
mapping. If this criterion was good few years ago to
discard satellite images, it is now less true and will
probably be false in a close future with the apparition
of high-resolution satellites.

Hence, the bottleneck in mapping is between the data
acquisition and the map edition, at the photo-
interpreter tasks level. The objective of the research
project presented in this paper is to dilate this
bottleneck by semi-automating the linear planimetric
features (LPF) extraction and classification tasks . To
reach this objective, photo-interpreters capacities and



the rich sources of information offered by satellite
remotely sensed data should be integrated in a unique
system.

LPFs include roads, railroads, energy transmission
lines and rivers (only rivers geometrically looking
like roads, as the main objective is road extraction).
The choice of the LPFs is based on their strategic
importance and their complexity. Everybody from
the military to John Doe uses road maps. This feature
is the most changing cartographic element. New
roads are constructed, existing roads are modified
relatively often if compare with the other map’s
features. The other LPFs are also strategically of first
importance. On an other level, LPFs extraction
represents a good challenge for their complexity.
These features can require radiometric, geometric
and topological information for their extraction.
Some 3D geometric information is available only by
depth perception. No algorithms today allow getting
such information.

Thus, a human operator have to be include through
the LPF extraction process. Moreover, the human-
machine cooperation should be optimized (i.e. the
most interesting as possible for the human and with
the highest level of performance).

The system under development aims at the
integration of multi-sources and multi-types (visible
and radar) images, domain models and expert’s
knowledge. These last interacting with the human
operator. The output of the proposed system is
considered as a 3D symbolic map. Each voxel of this
map will contain (X,Y,Z) terrain coordinates, class
membership, accuracy information, etc. On this map,
LPFs will be symbolized by their respective
cartographic symbols. Hence, LPFs extraction does

not only consist on identifying a road, for example,
but also to classify this road as highway, principal or
secondary (with respect to the details of the
cartographic symbols). Figure 1 shows the diagram
of the global system under development.

II. METHODOLOGY

Photo-interpreter task is positioned between the
raw image data and the extracted and classified
edited map data. This task can be resumed in three
steps: structuring the data, identifying and classifying
the feature. Previous works on LPFs extraction are
almost exclusively concentrate on structuring the
data.

II.a. Primitive extraction

Raw image data consists of a two-dimensional
(2D) pixel array. The primitive extraction task (to
structure the data) consists on grouping the pixels
into basic structures. For road detection, these
structures are linear segments that are extracted
following one or many criteria. These criteria can be
single pixel’s radiometry, radiometry variations,
geometry of the structure, etc. Unfortunately, many
of these criteria vary from one zone to another.
Hence, many road detection algorithms are specific
to a particular road’s type, context (urban, rural) and
image’s resolution and type. Some methods detect
roads in a rural context using visible images [2][3].
Few methods are enough general to detect roads in
both urban and rural contexts and on many resolution
images [4][5][6]. The two first are developed on 10-
meters resolution SPOT Panchromatic visible
images. The third is developed for radar type images.
As the first is relatively fast and easy to use in order
to detect a road network, the second needs much a

priori knowledge. The third is very
time-consuming and not usable actually
for real-time applications. Few studies
are conducted concerning others LPFs
primitives extraction [7][8][9] and no
algorithms seem specifically developed
for this purpose.

II.b Features identification

As previously mentioned, no studies
seem to have been conducted in order to
identify railroads, energy transmission
lines and road looking rivers. The only
studies on this subject are primitives
filtering methods in roads primitive
extractions. For example, [6] extracts in
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Figure 1: The image inputs, semi-automatic processing
unit and the symbolic map output



a first time road’s looking primitive and in a second
time removes primitives which seem to be artifacts.
This subject is conducted in almost all studies
concerning road detection.

II.c Features classification

A research field that seems to be neglected is the
features classification. If a road primitive is
extracted, how to classify it as a highway or a
principal road? Moreover, how to assign to it a
specific cartographic symbol?

The current research project tackles the challenge of
linking the image data to the final symbolic map by
structuring, identifying and classifying the LPFs.  To
reach this result, the following methodology is used:

- fusion of the existing LPFs primitive extraction
techniques;

- Combining them with the problem reality, the
data acquisition systems and the decision space
(symbolic map) models;

- Propagates each known data by domain expert’s
modeled information such as rules and
strategies;

- Finally, integrates all the data sources and
information in a unique system including a
human operator that gives primitives extraction
input (starting point) and who validates the
system’s results.

III. MODELS

To extract mapping features, knowledge about the
features in the reality
have to be known. In a
second time, knowledge
about the data
acquisition systems have
to be modeled. In fact,
each sensor shows a
particular facet of the
reality. Visible and radar
images of the same zone
can be completely
different. Hence, it is
important to know for
each reality LPFs, the
characteristics of their
images. Finally,
knowledge about the
decision space, here the
symbolic map, should be

well known. The expected result knowledge will
constraint the system’s accuracy for positioning of
the extracted LPF (centimeters, meters or decimeters)
as of the required details (all the road network or
only highways and principal roads).

III.a Problem reality model

The problem reality model is principally based on
road construction norm books. The current project
uses the Québec’s road construction standards [10].
In this paper, each road types are presented and
detailed as their geometric characteristics. Each road
type is presented with its number possible tracks,
their width, their minimum and maximum curvatures
and slopes, etc. This information is “translated” to an
object-oriented UML (Unified Modeling Language
[11]) model following the specific LPF extraction
from image data source. Thus, information such as
road’s tracks inclination in curves that are at the
centimeters level, were not modeled. Photo-
interpreter depth perception accuracy ranges from
one to five meters on high-resolution 1:60000 aerial
photographs. Figure 2 gives an overview of the
reality based LPF hierarchy.

Another source of information related to the reality is
the relation between each the LPFs. Topological
information will be modeled here following the
intersection, disjunction, inclusion, neighborhood and
equality operators. For example, a forestry road
cannot physically intersect a highway. A railroad
cannot physically intersect a river. In counterpart, the
railroad can intersect the river at another level, on a
bridge for example.
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Figure 2: Problem reality model’s overview



III.b Image models

Image models share
a common part that is
the image, the
stereoscopic model and
the segment (primitive)
structures. For each
sensor, a specific part
uses the main reality
structures applied to the
specificity of the sensor.
For instance, road
radiometric
characteristics will be
described differently in
visible and radar images.
In visible, road pixels
appear bright. On the
other hand, in radar they
appear dark. On another
level, structures definition will not be as much
specific as in the reality. For example, the
identification of a LPF on a satellite image cannot go
more specific than “road in a rural zone”. The
classification of this road as highway or forestry road
will use knowledge contained in the reality model or
expert’s knowledge source. Figure 3 shows an
overview of the general image model.

III.c Decision space model

Finally, the decision space model contains the
information relative to the symbolic map. It shows
the characteristics of the mapping symbols that will
be used and what sets of structures they include.
Knowledge relative to the map’s visualization is also
contained here. Figure 4 shows a symbolic map
model overview.

However, instead of
all the data and
information contained
in these models, the
system is incomplete
without tools for
propagating the
information from the
image raw data to the
decision space. These
tools are here
knowledge structures
modeled in a
procedural way such
as rules and strategies.

IV. EXPERT’S KNOWLEDGE

The experts knowledge elicitation task is one of
the most delicate task in the development of
knowledge based systems. Various techniques can be
used to perform this. Here, familiar and unfamiliar
cases technique [12] was used. Four experimented
photo-interpreters working for between 15 to 25
years at the official mapping service in Canada were
interviewed. As the resulting symbolic map will be
complete with the 1:50000 topographical map
constraints, 1:60000 aerial photographs were first
used. Within this familiar case, experts explain their
methods and tricks to extract the LPFs from the
stereoscopic model. They explain how they
discriminate the different LPFs from the others, and
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how they classified them. Moreover, they explain the
entire topographical map features extraction task.

In a second time, satellite images were used. At first,
IRS-1 5,5 meters-resolution visible image was shown
to them. They had to explain the same extraction
tasks as with the aerial images. Their reasoning was
almost the same and they face no difficulties to
extract the LPFs. Next, a Radarsat fine mode 8-
meters resolution image was used with the same
requirements. With explanations on the data
acquisition techniques, they feel able to identify all
the map’s features again. Their knowledge was
compiled and translated in two procedural knowledge
structures: strategies and rules.

IV.a. Strategies

A Strategy is defined as “the art of devising or
employing plans or stratagems toward a goal”. In the
context of the problem it can be defined as “the art of
devising the 1:50000 topographical map features
extraction tasks”. It clearly appears that the photo-
interpreters begin their features extraction task by
extracting the terrain modeling information
(hydrographic and contour lines). Next, they extract
the human-made LPFs (roads, railroads and energy
transmission lines), the vegetation and finally the
buildings (all in urban areas and norm’s specifics in
rural areas). As been a hydrographic feature, rivers
will logically be extracted before the other LPFs.
Following individual expert’s strategies, rivers will
be extracted far much or not much before the other
LPFs, but always before due to their 3D
informational contents. If this information cannot be
obtained in 100% cases verifiable (human are not
machines), it gives at least a good hint for the
identification of the processed LPFs.

At specific LPF classification level, experts use also
the strategies. Roads is the LPF which present far the
most different class types. These classes range from
urban highways to rural local roads. The knowledge
elicitation task leads to the modeling of three distinct
strategies. In the two first, experts start roads
extraction by the most important i.e. highways. When
they begin to extract a road, they extract the whole
road in one step. Next, they extract national roads
and sometimes, secondary roads. At this level, a
difference occurs. The experts using the first strategy
continue to extract the roads in a “from the most
important to the less important” until the end of the
road extraction task. The experts using the second
strategy continue through the same way as the
previous except that they do it only in specific areas.

Their goal here is to fractionate their working area in
approximately equal zones before to continue
through the first strategy in these zones. One of the
difficulties of their task is not to forget any feature.
Then, it is possible for them to be concentrated on
restricted perimeters. This facilitates their job and in
the same time increases their performances. The third
strategy was not encountered with the experts.
However, it seems that it is well used.  It consists as
super-impose an artificial grid to the process stereo-
model. As the second strategy, the operator works in
a reduced area. On a feature point of view, the two
first strategies can be qualified as hierarchical, and
the third as sequential.

Strategies lead to hypotheses about “what the
operator is working with” based on the expert’s
behavior. Another part of knowledge, the rules, try to
answer the same question, but based on different
information sources.

IV.b. Rules

Rules are defined as “a knowledge structure that
relates some known information to other information
that can be concluded or inferred”. They are
presented in the form of “if A then B”. A is called the
premise as B the conclusion of the rule. Rules can
have a single or multiple premises. However, their
structure should be as simple as possible to avoid lost
of information. For example, if a rule is composed of
three premises like “if A and B and C then D”, an
error on only one premise can shutdown the whole
rule (conjunction). In counterpart, the same rule split
up in two or three separate rules decrease this lost of
information. It is not always possible to do so, but it
should be that as often as possible. Notice that a
single premise rule is already complex in the current
data fusion context. In fact, a premise such as “if
road’s pixel then LPF is a road” implies the fusion of
pixel’s information coming from different data
sources, here in each process images. Figure 5
presents a single premise rule in a multiple image
fusion context. Figure 6 shows a concrete example of
the complexity of multi-sensors observation fusion.
On a visible-type image (SPOT Panchromatic), a
straight energy transmission line is clearly visible.
For the same area, radar-types images (Radarsat and
ERS-1) contain a curved feature. As radar is an
active system, it is sensible to terrain geometry. The
image’s zone is in the Canadian Rockies, a very high
relief area.  It explains why a straight line in the
reality can be represented as a curve on an image.
This example shows the importance to have good



models of the problem
(section II) and the
complexity to process multi-
types image-based rules.

The expert’s rules modeled
premises fall in the next four
categories:

- radiometric;
- geometric (2D and 3D);
- topologic;
- hypotheses (i.e. rules

where one or more
premises are based on previous hypothesis ).

The two first categories relate image data to the
decision space trough the reality model. For example,
a bright pixel on a visible image primitive and the
same pixel dark on the equivalent primitive in a radar
image (image model) will lead to a road conclusion
(decision space) based on the reality knowledge of
this LPF (reality model). The third category relates
the decision space (hypothesis) to the reality model
(see the section III
problem reality
model). Finally, the
fourth category
relates the decision
space information to
the three previous
categories and the
reality model. For
example, state two
hypotheses that
seem, after some
rules testing, lead to
a road conclusion. A
fourth category rule
can be “if the 2
tested hypotheses
lead to a road
conclusion (premise
1) and that the angle
between these LPFs
ranges between 75
and 90 degrees
(premise 2 -
geometrical) then
add confidence in
the roads hypothesis
(conclusion)”.

To translate experts
knowledge in terms

of rules, confidence factors (CF) were used. It has the
advantage of being close to the expert’s language.
These CF range from –1 to 1, where –1 (resp. 1)
means “definitely not” (resp. “definitely yes”) as 0
states for “I don’t know”. For example, if an expert
said “if I see curves on the analyzed primitive, then it
is definitely not an energy transmission line”. The
confidence on the premise “I see curves” and on the
rule “it is definitely not” is given by the CF. These
CF can range either from –1 to 1 or from 0 to 1
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A

Propositions
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Premise (A) Conclusion
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Figure 5: Single premise rule in a multiple image fusion context.
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following their use. The last form can be more
convenient in for use with the Dempster-Shafer
theory or the fuzzy set theory. It respects the original
idea of ranging from “not to yes” with zero as
minimum of knowledge. In fact, the Shannon entropy
maximum of uncertainty is located at 0.5 for a binary
source of knowledge. Thus, certainty theory or
Dempster-Shafer can easily be used for rules
combination. However, each situation requires only a
specific set of the modeled rules. If all the
information leads to two specific results, it is more
logical to try to relieve the ambiguity on them instead
of searching information for another hypothesis. The
rules should thus be structured in trees where the first
nodes will be chosen following specific criteria.
These criteria will be based on the other part of the
modeled knowledge: the strategies. The combination
of these two types of knowledge will allow the
linking of the analyzed primitives to the decision
space. [13][14] present in more details this part of
this research project.

V. MODEL AND KNOWLEDGE FUSION

Figure 6 represents diagrammatically the relations
between the system’s data sources. These sources,
presented in the previous sections are the system
inputs and output, the different domain models, the
rules and strategies basis and the operator (human).
All the information is processed in an information
fusion center.

A multi-agents architecture system is currently under
development for the current research project system’s
implementation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS

The main objectives of the presented project are
actually reached. The delicate task of expert’s
knowledge elicitation and modeling is complete.
Domain models are also complete. The system under
development uses far much knowledge sources than
any previous works on road features extraction.

However, the next step is the concrete integration of
the systems parts. On a fusion point of view the final
system should handled:

- Images fusion
- Propositions fusion
- Premises fusion
- Rules fusion
- Expert’s based knowledge fusion
- Hypotheses fusion
- Results fusion.
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